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Classical conditioning is a way of changing a person’s behavior by exposing them to different experiences.
Classical conditioning was first proved to work on animals; this article addresses the question of whether
classical conditioning works on humans. As you read, take notes on Watson's central ideas and the findings
of his study.

Behaviorism as a movement in psychology
appeared in 1913 when John Broadus Watson
published the classic article "Psychology as the
behaviorist views it." John Watson proposed that
the process of classical conditioning (based on
Pavlov’s observations) was able to explain all
aspects of human psychology. Everything from
speech to emotional responses were simply
patterns of stimulus and response. Watson
denied completely the existence of the mind or
consciousness.

Watson believed that all individual differences in
behavior were due to different experiences of
learning. He famously said:

"Give me a dozen healthy infants, well-formed, and my own specified world to bring them up in
and I'll guarantee to take any one at random and train him to become any type of specialist I
might select - doctor, lawyer, artist, merchant-chief and, yes, even beggar-man and thief,
regardless of his talents, penchants, tendencies, abilities, vocations and the race of his ancestors”
(Watson, 1924, p. 104).

Little Albert Experiment

Ivan Pavlov showed that classical conditioning applied to animals. Did it also apply to humans? In a
famous (though ethically dubious) experiment Watson and Rayner (1920) showed that it did.

Little Albert was a 9-month-old infant who was tested on his reactions to various stimuli. He was shown
a white rat, a rabbit, a monkey and various masks. Albert described as "on the whole stolid and
unemotional" showed no fear of any of these stimuli. However what did startle him and cause him to
be afraid was if a hammer was struck against a steel bar behind his head. The sudden loud noise
would cause "little Albert to burst into tears.
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When "Little Albert" was just over 11 months old the white rat was presented and seconds later the
hammer was struck against the steel bar. This was done 7 times over the next 7 weeks and each time
"little Albert" burst into tears. By now "little Albert only had to see the rat and he immediately showed
every sign of fear. He would cry (whether or not the hammer was hit against the steel bar) and he
would attempt to crawl away.

Watson and Rayner had shown that classical conditioning could be used to create a phobia. A phobia is
an irrational fear, i.e. a fear that is out of proportion to the danger. Over the next few weeks and
months "Little Albert" was observed and 10 days after conditioning his fear of the rat was much less
marked. This dying out of a learned response is called extinction. However even after a full month it
was still evident.
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Text-Dependent Questions
Directions: For the following questions, choose the best answer or respond in complete sentences.

1. According to John Watson, what is responsible for differences in individual behavior?
Cite evidence from the text to support your answer.

2. Explain classical conditioning in two to three sentences.

3. What caused Little Albert to be afraid? Support your answer with evidence from the
text.
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Discussion Questions
Directions: Brainstorm your answers to the following questions in the space provided. Be prepared to
share your original ideas in a class discussion.

1. According to the article, how much do you think our environment influences who we are?
Our behaviors and habits?

2. Do you agree or disagree with Watson’s assertion that people’s behaviors are simply
patterns of stimulus and response? Explain your answer.

3. According to the theory of classical conditioning, what makes you who you are? Cite
evidence from this text, your own experience, and other art, literature, or history in your
answer.
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